Truespoke 3-Bar Spinner and Donut Cap Installation Instructions
Thank you for your purchase of our 3-Bar Spinner or Donut caps. We have assembled
the caps prior to shipment to you; however, we are sending you these instructions so
that you can see how to install the tower and Donut Cap or Spinner onto your wheels.
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Your caps come with the set screws already
installed. You will also receive an Allen wrench
and extra screws.

The 3-Bar Spinner has three set
screws, one under each blade.
Tighten the set screw part way
before installing it onto the tower.

Above and below: Twist-on your
Spinner or Donut cap until it is
tight. Once the cap is tight, tighten
each set screw until the screws are
tight. Do not over-tighten the
screws or they may strip. Make sure
you cannot move the cap by hand.
Once you have verified your cap is
tight, you are finished. Enjoy!

AFTER your wheel and tire have been
mounted and balanced, place the tower into
the center of the wheel hub as shown. Make
sure the tower is fully inserted and seated.

The Donut Cap has one set screw.
Tighten the screw partially before
installing it onto the tower.
It is very important that you do not
install the tower prior to balancing the
wheels and tires. Only install the
tower AFTER you have balanced the
wheels and tires or you will not be
able to obtain a proper balancing
Above: Once the tower is in place, using the provided Allen wrench, tighten each set
screw equally until they are tight and the tower cannot be moved. Make certain that
the tower is inserted as far as it will go before tightening the screws.

Special note on the 3-Blade Spinner:
Do not tighten your set screws all
the way until after your lug nuts have
been installed. You must be able to
rotate the spinner to be able to
tighten your lug nuts. Once your
lug nuts have been tightened, you
may finish tightening down your
three set screws. Make sure your
spinner cap is tight and cannot be
moved. Please email or call us with
any questions or comments.
Thank you.
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